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Introduction

 Massive Population III stars

 Enrichment of the ISM

 Could Population III stars have left a distinct nucleosynthetic 

signature? 

 Pair instability supernovae



The model

 Mass range 140 - 260 M⨀

 Helium core 

(abundanceHe = 0.9998)

MHe = 64 - 133 M⨀

 Nonrotating stars on main 

sequence

 Only mass loss due to pair 

instability pulsations

 Models ended when:

 Iron core was formed in hydrostatic 

equilibrium

 Black hole began to form

 Star disrupted by explosion



The model: further chemical 

evolution

 After helium burning, core mostly 

oxygen

 Carbon and neon burning

 No convective core

 Pair instability starts at end of 

carbon burning

1 foe = 1051 erg



Different mass, different behaviour

 M < 10 M⨀ white dwarfs

 10-25 M⨀ neutron stars

 25- 140 M⨀ black hole

 140 – 260 M⨀ no remnant

 M > 260 M⨀ black hole



Different mass, different behaviour

Pulsational pair instability

 100 – 140 M⨀

 Evolution of a star with M = 136 M⨀

 First collapse after helium burning

 Explosion (6.5 ∙ 1051 erg)

 Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction

 4800 years later: second explosion

 8 days later: final explosion

 Final contraction phase (silicon 

burning)

 Black hole



Different mass, different behaviour

 M < 10 M⨀ white dwarfs

 10-25 M⨀ neutron stars

 25- 140 M⨀ black hole

 140 – 260 M⨀ no remnant

 Kinetic energy explosion:

> 90 ∙ 1051 erg

 M > 260 M⨀ black hole



Results

 𝑃 =
mass fraction of species i
mass fraction of i in Sun

 Normalized to highest 𝑃.

 Nuclei with excess neutrons (e.g. 
23Na) underproduced

 Almost no nucleosynthesis for 

A ≥ 66

 No s- or r-processes



Results

 Low neutron excess (η)

 Low CNO abundance, neutron excess comes from 14N  18O

 Burning stages too rapid, at too low density:

 No electron capture or positron decay

 Distinctive signature: shortage of neutrons



Results: integrated nucleosynthesis

 Salpeter-like IMF, different slopes

 Even-odd effect

 Even numbered ≈ solar 

abundance



Results: integrated nucleosynthesis

 Observations show r-process 

elements

 IMF cannot be known for sure

 Taking into account neutron stars 

(Woosley and Weaver, 1995)



Next generations of stars

 Mass of first stars determines evolution

 New stars form with mass coming from Population III stars

 Truncation in studied mass range:
No higher mass stars: oxygen ratio goes up

Influence on CNO cycle? 



Conclusion

 Test predictions:

 Photospheres very metal-deficient stars nearby

 Damped Lyα systems at high redshift

 Difficulty: need very low metallicity ([Fe/H]=-4)



Conclusion

 Even-odd effect 

 Some results explained by pair 

instability supernovae

 Can also be explained by regular 

supernovae

 Need more and more precise 

measurements

 More measurements of odd-Z 

elements



Questions?


